Mapping coastal waters with high resolution imagery: atmospheric correction of multi-height airborne imagery
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Abstract
Remote sensing is a tool that can provide an increasing number of environmental properties over a range of spatial and temporal ranges. In coastal and estuarine studies, variability (physical, biological and optical) can occur over high spatial and temporal scales, and at present airborne sensors are the most appropriate platforms for such observations. The compact airborne spectrographic imager was flown over the Plymouth Sound area as part of the 1995 Plymouth atmospheric correction experiment. An atmospheric correction scheme has been developed and preliminary results are presented.
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1. Introduction

Coastal ecosystems are influenced by turbid water distributions composed of terrigenous particles that affect the light penetration and hence productivity (through the phytoplankton concentrations and therefore photosynthesis). Therefore, suspended particulate matter (SPM) distributions and properties are valuable indices that can be used to describe physical marine systems with investigations of sediment movement dynamics needed for effective estuarine/coastal zone management practice, e.g. regulation of activities such as dredging.

The Plymouth Sound area has been the focus of much attention (e.g. Morris et al (1982), Pilgrim and Millward (1989), Fitzpatrick (1990)) with numerous optical and biogeochemical studies extending from the Plym and Tamar estuaries to beyond the Eddystone Lighthouse (around 5 km offshore). Previous fieldwork carried out in the Tamar Estuary, during the 1980s and early 1990s (e.g. Uncles and Stephens (1996)) indicated that there were strong seasonal variations in the shape and volume of inter-tidal areas. However, these observations were largely visual and so further research was needed to produce quantitative rather than qualitative assessments.

The mapping of an estuary as opposed to coastal or oceanic features requires sensors with high spatial and temporal resolutions, as the water movements (particularly in UK estuaries) can be very rapid. Cracknell (1999) argued that earth observation has been far less successful in the shallow coastal zone compared to the deep ocean and atmosphere, in part because of limited scanner resolution and image frequency that have prevented observation of the relevant scales in shelf seas and estuaries.

Airborne remote sensing (ARS) can provide quantitative large-scale maps of SPM concentration and distribution throughout an estuary. Airborne rather than satellite remote sensing can be used because the current ocean colour sensors, e.g. the sea-viewing wide field-of-view sensor (SeaWiFS), have a limited spatial resolution (around 1 km) and the current land sensors have a limited radiometric resolution and wavebands. However, there are distinct disadvantages to airborne as opposed to satellite based sensors. The platform has greater instability, so there is a need for an accurate positioning system (Wilson 1997). The platform is within...
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Figure 1. An inter-comparison of the ocean colour remote sensing sensors that can be used for studying phenomena of different spatial and temporal scales.

Table 1. CASI specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Centre wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Channel Centre wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>412.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>443.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>490.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>509.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>554.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>620.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>668.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantization bits</td>
<td>10 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>5000 and 10 000 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>42°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swathes</td>
<td>512 pixels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. PACE atmospheric correction methodology

The coastal waters surrounding Plymouth (in this case classified as the Tamar Estuary, Plymouth Sound and coastal waters out to the Eddystone Lighthouse) were the focus of the PACE multi-aircraft ARS campaign in 1995 (Lavender et al 1996). PACE included the collection of in situ data, environment agency (EA) compact airborne spectrographic imager (CASI) imagery, Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) CASI imagery and Meteorological Research Flight data. After an initial analysis, the data was archived while awaiting the NERC CASI data. This was supplied in 2000 and the data are now being analysed.

CASI is a programmable imaging spectrometer that is capable of high spectral and spatial resolution (Anger et al 1996). It can operate over a 430–870 nm wavelength range, with a spectral resolution of 2.8–2.9 nm, and can have a spatial resolution of 2–10 m, depending on aircraft altitude. In PACE, the NERC CASI system was flown at altitudes of 10 000 and 5000 feet with a band set of 14 wavebands (see table 1) that were designed to match up to SeaWiFS (Lavender et al 1996).

AC, the removal of the absorbing or scattering effects of the atmosphere that mask the water signal, is essential for the accurate retrieval of the ocean signal. Correction techniques for case I waters (e.g. Gordon (1997)) are well established and generally rely on the assumption of zero or near-zero (Siegel et al 2000) water-leaving radiance in the near-infrared (NIR). However, in turbid coastal waters the zero
Figure 3. Initial results from CASIDAS showing an extracted spectral pixel from the Rame Head end of the Rame Head to Eddystone flightlines at 10 000 and 5000 feet.

NIR water radiance assumption is invalidated by the additional particulate scattering due to SPM and has been described as ‘bright pixel’ (Moore et al 1999, Siegel et al 2000). A number of case II approaches have been proposed: however, subjective approaches (Ruddick et al 2000) are not realistic for automated processing and may be limited by the assumption that aerosol properties are constant over a few 100 km.

By flying CASI at several altitudes over a short period of time, AC models can be validated by comparing the derived water-leaving reflectance at the same location, but with different plane altitudes. The methodology can also be applied to satellite data if there are suitable cloud-free conditions, but no ocean colour sensors were operational in 1995. Overflights occurred at altitudes of 2000, 5000 and 10 000 feet to investigate the vertical atmospheric structure, with this paper concentrating on the 5000 and 10 000 feet flightlines flown over predominantly low SPM waters between Rame Head and the Eddystone.

The CASI AC (see figure 2) is based on the methodology developed by Lavender (1996) from Guzzi et al (1987) and the software that has been used operationally for SeaWiFS (Lavender and Groom 1999) and has being developed for MERIS (Moore et al 1999). The case I AC takes the total sensor detected reflectance, $\rho_t(\lambda)$, at the aircraft altitude and splits it into the total atmospheric path reflectance, $\rho_{atm}(\lambda)$, and the desired water-leaving reflectance, $\rho_w(\lambda)$, where $t(\lambda)$ is the diffuse transmittance:

$$\rho_t(\lambda) = \rho_{atm}(\lambda) + t(\lambda)\rho_w(\lambda).$$

The atmospheric path reflectance is then split into the aerosol, $\rho_a(\lambda)$, and Rayleigh path reflectance, $\rho_r(\lambda)$, according to equation (2):

$$\rho_{atm}(\lambda) = \rho_a(\lambda) + \rho_r(\lambda).$$

A non-water mask is then used to discard the land and cloud pixels (see figure 2). The mask is based on the threshold values at two NIR wavelengths, NIR1 and NIR2, which equate to 864 and 769 nm in the PACE CASI imagery. Any further computations are then only applied to the water pixels.

The Rayleigh scattering reflectance was computed using the well established theory (Cornette and Shanks 1992). At present the Rayleigh correction does not attempt to use actual meteorological values, but climatological values: atmospheric pressure of 1013.25 mbar; water vapour concentration of 2 g cm$^{-2}$; ozone concentration of 0.33 atm cm. However, the correction does account for the across-swath variation in the view angle. The Rayleigh-corrected reflectance is calculated by subtracting the Rayleigh reflectance from the total sensor detected radiance (equation (3)):

$$\rho_{rc}(\lambda) = \rho_t(\lambda) - \rho_r(\lambda).$$

For the case I assumption, the NIR channels water-leaving radiance is then assumed to be near zero (Gordon et al 1981) and the effect of sun glitter is currently neglected. Equation (1) can then be rewritten to give equation (3) when the Rayleigh reflectance is subtracted:

$$\rho_{rc}(\lambda > 700 \text{ nm}) = \rho_a(\lambda).$$

The aerosol path reflectance can then be calculated for NIR wavelengths (>700 nm) according to Gordon and Wang (1994), who proposed an exponential relationship for the spectral behaviour of aerosol optical depth. The visible water-leaving reflectance ($\lambda < 700$ nm) was then estimated according to equations (5) and (6):

$$\rho_w(\lambda) = \left[\frac{\rho_{rc}(\lambda) - \rho_w(\text{NIR2})}{\log(e)}\right] f(\lambda)^{-1}$$

$$e = \frac{\rho_a(\text{NIR1})}{\rho_a(\text{NIR2})}.$$
3. Preliminary results from PACE

Figures 3 and 4 show some preliminary quantitative results from the CASI data analysis software (CASIDAS). The spectra (figure 3) and across-swathe line data (figure 4) were extracted from the Rame Head end of the Rame Head to Eddystone flightlines at 10,000 and 5000 feet (see figures 5 and 6). The uncorrected spectra (figure 3) and line of across-swathe pixels for the 490 nm wavelength (figure 4(a)) show the higher uncorrected reflectance values for the higher (10,000 feet) flightline. Figure 4 also shows the increasing atmospheric reflectance at the edge of the swathe caused by field-of-view geometry (a slightly longer path length through the atmosphere). The atmospherically corrected spectra (figure 3) and line of across swath pixels for the 490 nm wavelength (figure 4) show that a large proportion of the uncorrected imagery was atmospheric reflectance and that the data from two flightlines is similar after the AC. At this stage (preliminary analysis) the corresponding distance from Rame Head for the two flightlines was estimated, and so the two sets of extracted data do not represent exactly the same region.

Figure 5 shows the uncorrected (490 nm waveband), non-water mask and atmospherically corrected (490 nm waveband) CASI imagery from the Rame head end of the 5000 and feet Rame Head to Eddystone flightline. Figure 6 shows the same, but for the 10,000 feet flightline.

The 5000 feet flightline (figure 5) shows a significant proportion of glitter from long water waves in the uncorrected imagery, and a vessel with a long wake. The non-water mask detected the vessel and land, and the glitter failed the AC. It is also apparent from the corrected image that the charge-coupled detector (CCD) array is demonstrating some across-swath differences in the pixel-to-pixel calibration, with vertical stripes appearing in the processed image. Across swath
Figure 5. From left to right the images are of the uncorrected (490 nm waveband), non-water mask (black indicates the pixels that were masked) and atmospherically corrected (490 nm waveband) CASI imagery from the Rame Head end of the 5000 feet Rame Head to Eddystone flightline. The imagery was flown at 11:34 on 9 August 1995 at a pixel resolution of approximately 3 m and heading of 13°. The white dot to the right of Rame Head (bottom of the image) and white line just above Rame Head indicate where the pixel (spectral values in figure 3) and swathe line (figure 4) were extracted from.

pixel 349 (also seen in figure 4) had very low initial spectral values throughout the image and failed the AC.

The 10 000 feet flightline (figure 6) has again been successfully masked, so that the land was not processed, and also shows the same pixel–pixel striping and problem with pixel 349. However, the glitter was not so evident at the higher altitude.

4. Outlook

In the future, inputs to the AC model will also include the downwelling light at the aircraft altitude (from the instantaneous light sensor on the NERC aircraft) and atmospheric parameters (such as the surface pressure and relative humidity) which are available from either the automatic weather station at the University of Plymouth or global SeaWiFS ancillary data.

Further multi-height flightlines were undertaken by NERC in August 2001 and will occur in 2002 as part of the CHRIS-PROBA validation project, which will allow the comparison of multi-height CASI and satellite ocean colour imagery. These data sets also cover the Tamar estuary, which is predominantly case II sediment dominated, and so the additional ‘bright pixel’ component of the AC will be required as the assumption of zero water-leaving radiance in the NIR will become invalid.

An SPM algorithm is being developed with SeaWiFS validation data (Lavender et al. 1998) and from previous algorithms applied to CASI imagery (e.g. Morris and Youngs (1997) and Robinson et al. (1998)). The algorithm will be designed so that it is portable to other locations, but the validity will need to be assessed. A geometric correction (Wilson 1997) will be applied after the SPM algorithm so that the results can be combined with other datasets using a geographical information system (GIS).

5. Summary

Preliminary results from CASIDAS are encouraging with the spectral and across-swathe plots (figures 3 and 4) showing the expected decrease in reflectance as the atmospheric Rayleigh and aerosol contributions are removed. However, this needs further validation with additional CASI datasets and in situ measurements of reflectance.

The atmospherically corrected imagery highlight features, such as fronts and turbidity variations, which are not easily evident in the uncorrected imagery (figures 5 and 6). The non-water mask has also worked well in removing land pixels, but has still to be tested in its ability to remove cloud pixels. The next stage is to apply biogeochemical algorithms so that quantitative parameters such as SPM can be derived.
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